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Abstract
An unprecedented number of Americans have been incarcerated in the past generation. In addition, arrests are concentrated in low-income, predominantly nonwhite communities where people are more likely to be medically underserved. As a result, rates of physical and mental illnesses are far higher among prison and jail inmates than among the general public. We review the health profiles of the incarcerated; health care in correctional facilities; and incarceration’s repercussions for public health in the communities to which inmates return upon release. The review concludes with recommendations that public health and medical practitioners capitalize on the public health opportunities provided by correctional settings to reach medically underserved communities, while simultaneously advocating for fundamental system change to reduce unnecessary incarceration.
INTRODUCTION

No other citizenry in the world is as subject to incarceration as that of the United States (64, 65). After moderately stable rates for most of the twentieth century, the number of Americans in prison or jail accelerated so rapidly starting in the 1970s that legal scholars widely use the phrase mass incarceration to describe its scale, although other scholars have suggested the term hyperincarceration to reflect better the concentration of incarceration in impoverished, predominantly nonwhite communities (Figure 1). The surge was caused by no sudden intensification of criminal instincts among Americans; nor was it the result of a sudden improvement in police effectiveness in capturing criminals. It is instead a story of politics and policy with significant racial implications and consequences for health disparities.

Observers have noted for years that the war on drugs, now 40 years old, was largely responsible for the unprecedented escalation of incarceration, but the 2010 publication of Michelle Alexander’s (1) description of the workings and effects of that war has provided a newly comprehensive framework for understanding how it came to disproportionately imprison people of color. Even setting aside Alexander’s argument regarding the original intent of the war on drugs and its conduct in subsequent decades, a generation of evidence leaves no doubt that the war on drugs has had profoundly different effects on people of color than on whites.

Then-President Richard Nixon’s declaration of a war on drugs came at a time of social and political reaction against the civil rights movement and the social turmoil of the 1960s. “Tough on crime” rhetoric was understood as a way to employ language that was racially coded, but not so explicitly racist that it could be challenged as such. Nixon’s chief of staff, H.R. Haldeman, remembered Nixon emphasizing “the fact that the whole problem [of creating a Republican mass base] is really the blacks. The key is to devise a system that recognizes this while not appearing to”—a system in which, as John Ehrlichman said, “the subliminal appeal to the antiblack voter was always present in Nixon’s statements and speeches” (both quoted in Reference 1).

State and local law enforcement initially resisted the war on drugs as a diversion of resources from more serious crime, but generous grants from the federal government soon lured them into enthusiastic participation, even as drug use was already declining. Politicians of both major parties courted voters by being tough on crime, and escalating arrest rates for possession of drugs were accompanied by a series of laws setting mandatory long sentences for drug offenses, to the point where even judges with a reputation for sternness were appalled by the severity of sentences they now had to pronounce on low-level and first-time offenders.

These structural changes did not affect all demographics equally. Illicit drug use among U.S. whites is 8.8%; among blacks, it is 9.6% (81). The latter, though, are more than 13 times more likely to be imprisoned for drug charges and constitute 62% of those imprisoned as a result of the war on drugs (61). Blacks became particularly associated with crack in the public and law-enforcement mind, and although they constitute only 15% of all crack users, they account for more than 85% of those sentenced under mandatory minimums for crack (37). Police and judicial systems have focused their energies not on the largely white college dormitories and fraternity houses where drug use has long been common, but instead on black drivers and pedestrians in lower-income communities, who are frequently stopped in random searches.

The result has been that the twenty-first century opened with blacks disproportionately arrested and incarcerated to a greater extent than they were during the Jim Crow 1920s (33; see Figure 2). The war on drugs by no means accounts for the entire incarcerated population, but it does encompass a substantial percentage of those in prisons and jails, about two-thirds of the rise in the federal inmate population and one-half of the state inmate population between 1985 and 2000 alone. (Among drug arrests, marijuana possession accounted
for 80% of the growth in the 1990s.) A growing number of entities such as the Global Commission on Drug Policy have denounced its failure to reduce drug sales and use. And because it is concentrated in low-income, predominantly nonwhite communities that were already decimated by the disappearance of jobs as industries moved away from urban centers in the 1960s (85, 86) its health implications are wide-ranging for both the incarcerated themselves and their communities.

HEALTH IN THE CORRECTIONAL SETTING

Although our understanding of incarcerated populations has been significantly enriched by research in the past ten years, gaps in some subject areas and the wide range of point estimates for some conditions are a reflection of continued limitations on research and practice. It is clear that even within this overall highly disadvantaged population, a health profile of people in prisons and jails reflects dramatic disparities by race and gender. Few studies, though, have looked beyond black-white breakdowns to examine whether Latinos or other racial/ethnic categories have distinct health patterns associated with incarceration. Our knowledge is further challenged by the different structures and populations of prisons and jails, making it difficult to generalize about the incarcerated as a whole. State and federal prisons house those sentenced to more than one year. Jails, under county or municipal jurisdiction, house a larger population of those awaiting trial, sentencing, or transfer to prison; parole or probation violators; and those sentenced to less than one year. As a result, jails experience high turnover and affect a far greater swath of the population: about 13 million admissions and releases annually, involving ∼9 million different individuals.

The high turnover makes screening and health care far more challenging, but it also creates opportunities to access a wide swath of communities frequently inaccessible to public health initiatives.

Physical Health Profile of the Incarcerated

Reflecting the concentration of incarceration among low-income people, who are more likely to be medically underserved, the incarcerated have far more health problems than does the general population. Researchers have especially focused on tuberculosis (9, 53) and HIV in correctional facilities, although the precise number of people living with HIV behind bars still remains uncertain, in part because estimates...
based on the U.S. population at large indicate that \( \sim 25\% \) of HIV-infected individuals do not know their positive status. New York City jails reflect national trends in a decline of nearly 50\% in the percentage of HIV-positive inmates over the course of the 1990s, from 18.4\% to 9.7\% (30), but despite these gains, HIV prevalence remains \( \sim 5 \) times higher in state/federal corrections than in the general public: 1.6\% among male inmates and 2.4\% among female inmates, compared with 0.36\% in the total U.S. population for 2006 (10, 35, 52, 56, 78).

However, blinded seroprevalence studies in New York revealed HIV rates of more than 5\% for male and more than 10\% for female inmates (56).

We are also becoming more familiar with trends in the comorbidity of HIV and other conditions, particularly given the concomitant high-risk behaviors and circumstances associated with substance abuse and mental illness. The paths of transmission for HIV—above all, injection—put the same individuals at high risk for hepatitis C virus (HCV), at rates 9–10 times higher among the incarcerated than among the nonincarcerated (28). Because patients co-infected with both HIV and HCV have also been found to have more comorbidities than HIV mono-infected patients, inmates are likely to carry a greater overall burden of coexisting diseases; furthermore, as sensitivity of self-reported HCV ranged from 66\% to 77\% in 3 studies, this medically underserved population may be frequently unaware of those comorbid conditions (94). Syphilis, which was close to total eradication a few years ago, also has unparalleled rates among incarcerated women; Freudenberg (29) found that early syphilis among women in New York jails exceeded the general city rate by more than 1000-fold. Whereas men are more likely to be arrested for almost every other offense, women’s predominance in prostitution (frequently to support an addiction) concentrates them in a notoriously high-risk activity for infectious disease transmission (93).

Chronic diseases have received less attention by comparison, but that may change as a result of two developing trends: the emergence of chronic conditions such as diabetes among younger people, partly stemming from the obesity epidemic, and the aging of the incarcerated population, especially with the imposition of longer sentences in the 1980s and 1990s. In Texas, the number of inmates 55 and older increased by 148\% between 1994 and 2002, compared with a 32\% increase in the overall state criminal justice population (68). In addition, there is a suggestion that chronic conditions tend to be at a more advanced stage among the incarcerated, compared with the age-adjusted general public (83). It is already evident that more chronic care will be required; between 39\% and 43\% of inmates (depending on the facility type) are diagnosed with diabetes, hypertension, asthma, or another chronic condition, rates consistently higher than among the general population (12, 13, 97). On the other hand, obesity among prison inmates is only minimally higher than in the general population and indeed lower among jail inmates (12). Overall, however, inmates in both prisons and jails constitute a medically complex population not captured in national health surveys.

**Mental Health Profile of the Incarcerated**

Although not all overviews of the health profiles of the incarcerated include addiction (25, 97), it is among the primary conditions both determining involvement in the criminal justice system and requiring—though seldom receiving—treatment during incarceration. Estimates of the number of the incarcerated meeting DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition) criteria for drug dependence or abuse vary widely but are well above 50\%, and substantially higher among female inmates (12, 28, 37, 41). However, as few as 15\% of inmates in need of drug treatment actually receive it during incarceration (11, 17, 27).

Rates of comorbidity of substance abuse and mental illness are high, as people attempt...
to self-medicate for the latter or are subject to overlapping personal and environmental risk factors for both conditions. Both conditions are overrepresented in the criminal justice system; both are conditions that in white, middle-class communities are more likely to receive treatment than the attention of law enforcement (37). The emergence of prisons and jails as the largest institutions in the United States housing the mentally ill reflects the de facto criminalization of mental illness. The front line of that process is the police, who frequently determine whether someone will enter the mental health system or the criminal justice system. Even police who are equipped and inclined to recognize mental illness and respond appropriately, however, find themselves constrained to redirect the mentally ill into the criminal justice system, frequently by the failures of the mental health system to which they attempt to turn (23, 47, 49). Thus a primarily nonviolent, mentally ill population cycles repeatedly through correctional facilities (5, 8), with the result that well over half of inmates at any given time have a DSM-IV mental disorder. Rates vary by facility type as well as by demographics, with local jails reflecting the highest prevalence: There, 63% of blacks and 71% of whites self-reported symptoms or diagnoses of mental illness (26, 37, 41). An estimated 16–24% have a serious mental illness (SMI) (47), among whom the comparatively small number of female inmates tends to be much worse off (7, 13). Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is common among incarcerated women, about one-third of whom were subject to physical abuse and one-third to sexual abuse prior to incarceration (51). The potential for physical comorbidities is correspondingly heightened for this population because women with SMI are substantially more likely to engage in high-risk sexual behaviors (59). Addictions and other mental illnesses also complicate treatment for comorbidities such as HIV and HCV, which require a sustained adherence regime and careful monitoring for adverse drug interactions (3).

Incarceration as Health Risk

At first sight, incarceration appears to provide a protective health influence to many of the underserved who enter the criminal justice system, particularly those from violent or homeless backgrounds. However substandard, the system provides shelter and meals; it also enforces supervision and highly-structured routines, a stabilizing force for some. Moreover, several recent studies of inmate mortality rates appear to indicate that the black-white mortality gap shrinks within correctional facilities because black male inmates’ mortality rate is lower than that of the general black male population but white male inmates’ mortality rate is either the same or slightly higher than that of the general white male population (63, 73, 77). However, the protective effect of incarceration is revealed to be illusory by the surge in mortality in the weeks following release (see below). As the 2011 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Plata revealed, overcrowding in many correctional facilities raises serious health concerns, even more on account of overstretched health services than the potential for infectious disease outbreaks (4).

Incarceration also exposes inmates to new health risks, e.g., high-risk sexual behaviors (whether voluntary or coerced, with little access to condoms) and shared needles for drug use and tattooing (10, 66, 67, 72). However, Beckwith et al. (10) find that the rates of HIV transmission through these channels are lower than in the general population, and most infectious diseases are acquired prior to, rather than during, incarceration. Incarceration contributes more to adverse outcomes related to addiction and mental illness than to the transmission of infectious diseases. Although methadone is widely used to treat opioid addictions, few correctional facilities are willing to initiate or continue that treatment for inmates already on methadone upon entry (16, 34, 54, 60, 62, 70, 92), leaving the addicted subject to withdrawal during incarceration and more vulnerable to overdose upon release. Those with behavioral issues are more vulnerable
to placement in “supermax” facilities, an environment particularly hazardous to the mentally ill (36, 69). Unlike traditional solitary confinement, supermax enforces near-total isolation and has been shown to elicit a range of adverse responses from anxiety and rage to hallucinations and self-mutilation after as little as ten days; prisoners with preexisting mental illnesses are especially vulnerable to permanent effects of such seclusion (36).

Incarceration as Opportunity: Health Care in Prisons and Jails

Incarceration has been associated with poor long-term health outcomes, and because people of color are incarcerated far more frequently than whites, the experience may ultimately exacerbate rather than mitigate health disparities (40, 57, 58, 95). Yet correctional facilities still hold the possibility of linking the medically underserved to health care, providing a potential counterbalance to incarceration’s contributions to health disparities. Among the ironies of contemporary social and political attitudes regarding prisoners in the United States is that the incarcerated constitute almost the only group that has a constitutional right to health care (Native Americans are the other). In Estelle v. Gamble (1976), the U.S. Supreme Court found that the deliberate failure to provide adequate medical treatment to prisoners constituted cruel and unusual treatment (4). The mandated provision of health care in correctional facilities is all the more important because many inmates lack health insurance prior to incarceration, and Medicaid coverage is either suspended or terminated (depending on the state) upon incarceration. As a result, 90% of people released from jail lack coverage and thus access to most health services (91). Particularly for those who will be reincarcerated, correctional facilities can provide the only sustained contact with a health care system.

The actual extent of access to health care remains unclear, though, and its quality varies considerably across facilities. All facilities offer some screening, particularly for HIV, but only 7% screen routinely (10). HIV screening has traditionally been provided only on request of the inmate, who is frequently reluctant to do so out of fear of the reactions by other inmates and staff, but correctional facilities are increasingly turning to an opt-out approach in which screening is automatic though not mandatory, as the inmate has the option of refusing (43, 71). Correctional facilities still struggle with logistical difficulties such as insufficient protocols or staffing, reluctant administrators, and (in the case of jails) the constant turnover and short stays of many inmates. Even so, a number of facilities work regularly with researchers, with clear implications not only for their own inmates but for public health more generally. A study on syphilis screening in New York, for instance, provided a model for addressing a spike in syphilis rates through jail-based screening and treatment (38), and in Rhode Island, routine HIV testing of all prisoners has led to a diagnosis of one-third of all people known to have HIV in the state (21).

Our knowledge of the systems, extent, and quality of health care in correctional facilities is still impressionistic, but it is clear that despite many improvements since Estelle v. Gamble, the actual delivery of health care remains as uneven as screening. Treatment is consistently provided for only a fraction of those needing it, whether for HIV (15, 89) or HCV (3, 55) or for chronic conditions such as diabetes, mental health, or substance abuse (11, 39, 50). A national profile is complicated by the fact that postintake systems of care vary in prisons and jails, as well as from state to state. Smaller jails rely on arrangements with community-based providers, whereas prisons and large jails (more than 1,000 beds) have their own array of in-house services, sometimes including surgical units. But even in larger systems, it is not always clear who is delivering health care. About 10% of all prisoners are in correctional facilities that are privately owned or operated by for-profit companies, and many of the remaining public facilities have contracted out their health services to private companies or to local academic centers. Although empirical reviews
are scant, there is evidence that privatization has both failed to save public money and provided substandard health care (76, 84). Regardless of the system of care, no empirical studies have tracked what happens when an inmate files a request to see a provider (e.g., what percentage of requests are granted and whether they are evenly distributed across demographics). The sporadic evidence that is available suggests that Estelle v. Gamble’s potential for drawing the underserved into care has been left largely unfulfilled, but potential remains for innovative approaches to working with complex cases. For instance, the treatment of HCV with interferon is generally risky owing to its potential to trigger depression or suicide, but the correctional setting could reduce those risks by providing treatment in a closely monitored, secure environment (2).

**POSTRELEASE EFFECTS OF INCARCERATION**

Each year, more than 600,000 inmates leave prison and more than 7 million leave jail. Because incarceration is not evenly distributed but concentrated in some communities (85), both incarceration and release have enduring health effects on the community as well as the individual. The weeks following release from a correctional facility present extraordinary risks to releasees and others. Former prisoners are 12 times more likely than the general public to die of any cause in the 2 weeks following release and 129 times more likely to die of a drug overdose (14, 75, 77). Some of this postrelease mortality is due to “compassionate release” of the dying (77), but much of it reflects the instability of circumstances in the days following release and the concomitant return to high-risk behaviors (14, 20, 22, 32). Released inmates frequently struggle to find housing and work and to re-establish family and social relations.

Locating housing is the immediate concern of many people leaving prison or jail, an increasing number of whom have been moved to correctional facilities across the state, or even out of state, from their community of origin. Because homelessness and incarceration share similar risk factors, many of the incarcerated were homeless before entering the criminal justice system. Mentally ill inmates were particularly likely to be homeless before their arrest (46). Incarceration in turn increases the odds of being homeless or marginally housed. In one San Francisco study, almost one in four homeless people had been in prison at some point; another study found that 71% of homeless men and 21% of homeless women had been in jail in the past year alone (46, 93).

Even though the marginally housed are even less likely to be captured by health surveys than are the incarcerated, the associations between homelessness and/or unemployment and poor health are a longstanding tenet of public health. The drastically reduced odds of finding housing and work contribute to a more complex set of health effects than those described immediately above.

It is thus not surprising that former inmates seeking to stabilize their circumstances often move their health care needs to the back burner. Given the high percentage of former inmates who lack access to affordable health care, release frequently means a sudden halt of treatment and medications (24, 79, 87, 90, 91). Unlike jails, prisons generally offer some form of discharge planning to facilitate continuity of care following release, but many facilities lack the resources to adequately work with a high-needs, low-resource population. In one Texas study, only 5% of HIV-positive releasees filled free Ryan White–funded prescriptions in time to prevent an interruption of treatment (6). Because HIV patients are six times more likely than those with other chronic conditions to identify a regular source of care after discharge (91), non-HIV postrelease continuity of care may be even worse. This is particularly relevant for those with addictions and mental illnesses who received insufficient treatment during incarceration (7, 74), many of whom are incarcerated in the first place because community-based treatment was not accessible.

Few inmates are completely isolated from family and community, and increasing
attention is now turning to incarceration’s effects on them. For some, the criminal justice system may represent a reprieve from a family member prone to substance abuse or violence. For other families, incarceration triggers a series of disruptions. In addition to the removal of a support provider, incarceration imposes its own financial strains on families wishing to maintain contact with the incarcerated. Facilities frequently enter into agreements with telephone companies that charge substantially more for collect calls made from the facility, and the location of many newer facilities in rural areas involves significant travel for families based in urban centers (1). Such expenses thus divert family resources from health-related outlays. Previously incarcerated men are also less likely to contribute financially to families with small children (96).

Incarceration affects other relational health mediators as well. In communities witnessing high-density incarceration, the male-female ratio can be so altered as to increase concurrent sexual partnerships—a risk factor for sexually transmitted infection (STI) transmission—and several studies have tracked postrelease HIV and STI transmission (18, 42, 44, 45, 67, 82). Researchers are also addressing the long-term effects of incarceration-triggered relational instability on the children of the incarcerated, who are five times more likely to enter the criminal justice system themselves than are the offspring of the nonincarcerated (28). Particular concerns include the effects on children’s mental health of such factors as the constant surveillance of the formerly incarcerated and their families (19); the possible socialization by prison to solve problems with violence (96); and the psychological effects on children in high-density neighborhoods even when their own parents are not incarcerated, owing to their constant contact with the emotional upheaval of others around them (19). The sons of incarcerated fathers with a history of partner abuse showed decreased aggression associated with paternal incarceration, but boys whose fathers were not known to abuse their mothers exhibited increased aggression with paternal incarceration (96). Concerns over parental incarceration’s effects on children are all the more heightened when the mother, not the father, is the incarcerated parent—a rarer phenomenon, but five times more prevalent among black children whose mothers did not complete high school than among the children of similarly educated white mothers (96).

The most profound effects of high-density incarceration on community health may not be infectious or even mental, but civic and fiscal. Former prisoners and their dependents often remain locked in low socioeconomic status, unemployment, and unstable housing, factors that are consistently associated with low access to health care as well as poor health outcomes. These effects are exacerbated by the social and economic aftermath of entrance into the criminal justice system. In most states, a prison record eliminates eligibility for public assistance such as food stamps, public housing, and student loans. Because most prospective employers ask about previous incarceration on job applications, it becomes nearly impossible to get a job, especially for black men. In the neighborhoods most targeted by law-enforcement surveillance, the result may be a permanent underclass.

At the same time, the geography of criminal justice diverts public resources from those low-income and largely nonwhite communities. The census counts prisoners as residents of the white, nonurban communities where prisons and jails are increasingly relocated. As a result, the public funding and political redistricting that utilize census data for distribution favor the latter over the communities from which prisoners come (33, 61). Finally, the general disenfranchisement of the incarcerated (above all in the 14 states where felons permanently lose the right to vote) weakens the political influence of the community even further, decreasing the chances of public health funding there. Census handling of the incarcerated thus becomes reminiscent of the 3/5 rule, under which slaves were counted as 3/5 of a person to increase slaveholders’ political representation.
RECOMMENDATIONS

In 2001, Nicholas Freudenberg published a cogent overview of the status of research on incarceration and the health of communities, concluding with an agenda for action (28). Ten years later, despite admirable research in the intervening decade, we stand in a discouragingly similar place, one rife, moreover, with ethical pitfalls for the public health practitioner. Rather than containing a distinct subpopulation, the carceral setting might best be viewed as a forum through which public health researchers and practitioners can efficiently reach marginalized communities. But public health researchers and practitioners face a dilemma: By taking advantage of the opportunity to reach the underserved via correctional facilities, they work with a system shown to have adverse effects on individual and community health. The immediate benefits of treatment thus risk lulling medical and public health professionals into overlooking the need to advocate for the preventive measure of a reduction in incarceration.

Next Steps in Public Health Research and Training

Both academic medicine and schools of public health too often allow the next generation of practitioners to complete their training in the purely academic setting. The correctional setting can provide valuable experience in working directly with the medically underserved. In many states, it has been difficult to establish working partnerships with correctional authorities and officials, but precedents do exist for their creation. In criminal justice systems as diverse as San Francisco and Rhode Island, correctional authorities have agreed to work with medical and public health practitioners to expand inmate access to treatment and researchers’ access to understanding this marginalized population.

Medical and public health programs should realize the advantages of correctional-setting training, not only for providing underserved populations with rare access to specialized care but also for the skill sets their own trainees can hone (e.g., the diagnosis of complex comorbidities). All trainees, regardless of the branch of medicine or public health they intend to enter, may garner a greater sense of social responsibility and compassion for those they treat by direct contact with the most marginalized populations and the unique responsibilities this contact entails on the part of the researcher (88).

The use of prisons and jails as training sites further allows trainees to be introduced to both the opportunities to reach large numbers of disadvantaged clients and the challenges, in the case of jails, of working with high-turnover populations. Because trainees are likely to meet with correctional and health administrators, correctional officers, and community corrections (i.e., probation and parole), they can also gain critical public health interagency and community training. Thus the opportunities provided by the correctional setting may significantly expand the meaning of the education provided by public health and medical programs.

This expansion is particularly relevant at the intersection of training and research. There have been considerable advances in research in individual conditions over the past ten years. However, researchers and practitioners still tend—very understandably—to focus on single conditions. They now need to develop paradigms for addressing comorbidities, particularly in the medically underserved. For instance, rather than addressing mental illness and HIV separately, albeit with a nod to their frequent overlap, researchers might reconceptualize their approaches to populations with high rates of coexisting conditions. This practice might include research and training at intersections such as the impact on HIV care after release from incarceration or the impact of mental illness on the ability of soon-to-be-released prisoners to undergo training in overdose prevention and HIV risk reduction. Whether the paradigm is changed, it must be accompanied by constant attention to the shifting demographics of the incarcerated population. The steep growth trend in Figure 1...
has slowed somewhat in recent years, but its overall shape and racial distribution are unlikely to change in the near future. What is changing is the rapid growth of its demographic minorities: older and adolescent inmates, and especially women, who have increased at twice the rate of male prisoners since the 1980s (31). All three groups present distinct health needs, but incarcerated women, with their unmatched acuity levels in almost all health conditions, may be an emerging care and prevention crisis in the criminal justice system.

The real public health research need, though, lies less with specific or even coexisting conditions than with the structures of health care and prevention during and after incarceration. It appears critical to understand better who is delivering care to the incarcerated and how well, which alternatives to incarceration and transitional programs have proved most effective, and which social programs may mitigate the community health effects of both incarceration and reentry.

**Next Steps in Public Health Practice**

Notwithstanding the treatment and access opportunities provided by criminal justice facilities, public health practitioners would do best to focus their energies on advocacy on two fronts. First, they should use their professional weight to urge the reallocation of public funds to programs that have proved not only to provide access to treatment but also to reduce recidivism:

- expanding access to drug courts and mental health courts, or other programs or strategies that divert people from the criminal justice system into community treatment (48, 80);
- expanding linkage to care and case management services; and
- ensuring that the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, once safely ushered through legal challenges, is used as a forum to construct alternative venues of accessing marginalized communities to forestall further reliance on correctional facilities for that access.

Second and more fundamentally, public health practitioners should keep their eyes on the even longer-term agenda. The May 2011 Supreme Court decision *Brown v. Plata*, which frames health care as a fundamental task of corrections, could tempt stakeholders to perpetuate the criminal justice system’s de facto responsibilities toward many inmates who would, under normal circumstances, be clients of social services agencies. Instead, they should capitalize on *Brown v. Plata*’s other function: as a warning shot to the correctional-industrial complex. Perhaps the greatest service public health practitioners could provide the incarcerated and their communities is advocacy:

- for a drastic reduction of the largely unnecessary incarceration that has resulted from the war on drugs, including dismantling the economic incentives to target minority communities in that war;
- for an expansion instead of treatment programs for the mentally ill and the addicted; and
- for the recreation of those jobs without which such communities cannot recover.

Without a doubt, incarceration is the best and only option for some people, both for themselves and for the public. But in the past generation, it has become a system that has swallowed a significant number of the mentally ill, the addicted, and many wholly unnecessary targets of a war on drugs run amok, with dire public health consequences.
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